covered in paint

ISO undercoat
interior/exterior

Intro
Covered In Paint ISO Undercoat is a water-based, superior quality undercoat that has been
engineered with a specific purpose, to isolate and provide adhesion to previously painted oil based
enamels, allowing for finishing with Covered In Paint’s water based acrylics, in particular AQ enamel
Satin – Gloss. ISO Undercoat can also be used to seal MDF. It is easy to use, dries quickly for same
day re-coating and provides a smooth, even surface for the finishing coat. Can also be used to
provide strong adhesion to dry masonry surfaces. Suitable for interior and exterior use.

Recommended Uses
Suitable for use as an undercoat on previously gloss painted surfaces such as masonry, fibre cement,
timber and to seal MDF.

Preparation
Ensure the surface is in sound condition, clean and dry. Fill cracks or holes with suitable water based
filler. Allow to dry and sand smooth. Preseal filled areas, prior to applying ISO Undercoat. On glossy
surfaces, remove gloss with 120 - 220 grade or finer sanding paper and / or clean down surface with
a scourer and detergent to remove any grease or oil residue that is commonly found with oil based
paints. Particularly on interior surfaces. Due to the various types of oil based enamels, certain
enamels are more difficult to recoat, therefore, test a small area after sanding and cleaning, leave to
dry for min. 24hrs, then with a scrape test check for adhesion of Covered In Paint ISO Undercoat. If
unsatisfactory, an oil based undercoat may be required. Even though ISO Undercoat can be recoated
in 2 ours, full adhesion of this product may take 1-2 days.

Application
Stir contents thoroughly with a flat stirrer before use. Apply one coat by brush, roller, alternatively
spray equipment. Sand lightly between coats if required. Thinning if required with no more than 5%
clean water particularly in hot weather. Ensure lid is replaced when paint is not in use. Coverage
approximately 14–16 square meters per litre. Touch dry in 30 minutes. Recoat 2 – 4 hours. Clean up
equipment with water.

Packaging
Available in 1 litre, 4 litre and 15 litre quantities.

Contact
For inquiries, please contact Covered in Paint on (02) 9519 0204.

